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Reception - I’m a historian every day

- I can talk about my family members on my 
family tree
- I can talk about how our clothes change as 
we grow

How did the great fire change 
London?

How has technology 
changed over the last 40 

years?

How did daily life change in Britain from the Stone Age to the 
Iron Age?

Who helps us in our
community?

Who are the members of 
my family?

What were the greatest 
achievements of Ancient Egypt?

How did the Roman Empire 
impact Britain?

Y5
What was the greatest achievement 
of the ancient Greeks?

Y6
Why was the West Midlands a key target 
for the Axis in World War 2?

Nursery - I’m a historian every day

- I can talk about the members of my family

- I can talk about who helps us in the community 

People who help usAll about me Me and my family tree

How do our clothes change 
as we grow?

Clothes

Who is on my family 
tree?

Changes beyond living memory

How have toys changed 
over the last 50 years?

Lives of     significant people Changes within living memory

Changes in Britain from     Stoneage to Ironage

Study of Greek life and achievementsRoman Empire and its impactBritain’s Settlement

A Non - European study

What differences are there between the Mayan 
civilisation and Britain during the 10th and 11th 
centuries?

How did British land warfare changed since 1066?

A study of an     object or theme Local history study

How has British land warfare changed since 1066?
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What is history? (Skills to access 
history at secondary school)

The Norman Conquest

How and why did Castles change over 
time? (inc. local study)
How and why did Castles change over 
time (inc. local study?)

Life in middle ages Britain

Disease and revolt

Problems of medieval monarchs

The Translantic Slave Trade 

English Civil war 

Tudors and Stewarts

The Causes of the First World War

How did the world change whilst Victoria was queen? 
(esp. Colony and Independence in India)

HIStory or HERstory?

How and why did Castles change over 
time? (inc. local study)Spain and the New World, 1492-1555 The War to End all Wars?

1914-18

History mysteries (developing the 
skills to be a historian) 

Medicine intro: the Ancient WorldMedicine in the Middle - Ages, 1500 
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How did Florence Nightingale and Sister Dora help to 
improve hospitals?
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